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Workshop 6

Interfaces

Inheritance - reuse - substitution/subclass polymorphism

1. What is an interface?

• interface: defines behaviour of object through constants/methods, that are implemented
by a particular class

– represents a can do relationship

2. How is implementing an interface different to inheriting from a class?

• inheritance is used to represent an is a relationship, where a class inherits qualities of the
parent class, while an interface represents a can do relationship. An interface implies that
the class is able to behave in a particular way, and so must implement these methods,
while inheritance implies a class belongs to aparent class, andas suchmaynot implement
a particular method

• inheritance is about shared information between parent/child; hierarchical

3. In what situations would we use one (or more) interfaces over inheritance?

• much weaker relationship you need to capture
• multiple interfaces at once (multiple inheritance not possible in Java)
• when you have multiple unrelated classes that exhibit similar behaviours

4. Define an interface called Transferable that allows objects to be represented in a network-
friendly format (e.g. for sending to other computers). What are some classes that might use
this interface? Why are we using an interface instead of inheritance?

1 public interface Transferable {
2 public void transfer();
3 }

Classes thatmay use this interface: maybe an order (shopping cart items)Many completely unrelated
objects may want to be transferred, and it wouldn’t make much sense to group them together in a
hierarachy.

5. How do polymorphism and interfaces relate?

• youcan requestabehaviourof a class if it implementsan interfacewithoutknowingdetails
of implementation, just knowing that it has the ability to perform those behaviours

• subtype polymorphism: you can cast to an interface type
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6. What is the Comparable interface? What implementations of compareTo might we use to com-
pare classes:

• The Comparable interface allows you to perform comparisons between objects, which
allows you to do useful things like sorting an array of objects of that type, or establishing
that an object is less than/greater than another object by a meaningful metric.

• Student: alphabetical surname
• Fruit: alphabetical order/tastiness
• MusicalArtist: popularity

Design

You are tasked with improving the design of a software called +Etacolla. This software allocates stu-
dents class times for their enrolled subjects. Here is the current core of +Etacolla.

1 public interface generateTimetableable {
2 public void generateTimetable();
3 }
4
5 public class Etacolla implements generateTimetableable {
6 private final UniService uniService;
7 public Etacolla(){
8 this.uniService = new UniService();
9 }
10
11 public void generateTimetable(Student student){
12 List<String> subjectNames = uniService.getEnrolledSubjectCodes(

student);
13 List<Subject> subjects = new ArrayList<>();
14 for (String subjectName : subjectNames){
15 Subject subject = uniService.getSubject(subjectName);
16 subjects.add(subject);
17 }
18 // allocate activities to student ...
19 List<Activity> allocated = allocatePreferences(student.

getPreferences(), subjects);
20 for (Activity activity : allocated){
21 mUniService.registerStudentInActivity(student, activity);
22 }
23 }
24 }

+Etacolla’s first client was Monster University, but more universities are hopping on board. How can
wemake the above design more adaptable and resilient to change?
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Implementation

Work on Project 1.

Assessable Question

We are designing a statistics collection software for a transit system. You are provided with a log of
passenger information. Our very first task is to ensure that the log itemsare ‘sorted’. Each log item is in
the format: USER ID:DEPARTURECITY:DESTINATIONCITY:TIMEARRIVAL. There is no guaranteed order
to the items in log file. Every field is of type String except TIME ARRIVALwhichwill always be a positive
integer. You can assume nothing of any field apart from its data type and that it is non-empty.

Your Task Fill in the provided method public String[] processLogLines() in the file TransitProces-
sor.java. The method should return an array of type String. The array should contain the log lines in
sorted order for a given input. Each line is an element in the array. You do not need to perform I/O.
This is automatically done for you in the LogProcessor parent class, and also in the provided testing
class TransitProcessorTest. You shouldnotmodify the LogProcessor abstract class. As always, youare
free to create your own classes to support your solutionwithin the same directory. The log linesmust
be sorted by the following criteria (in order) in accordance with their data type’s natural ordering:
• Arrival Time • Departure City • Destination City Example Input Log Lines 5:Melbourne:Sydney:2
2:Cairns:Townsville:0 5:Sydney:Melbourne:8 25:Port Hedland:Weipa:6 36:Annerly:Gold Coast:2
922:Port Hedland:Perth:6

Example Output Log Lines 2:Cairns:Townsville:0 36:Annerly:Gold Coast:2 5:Melbourne:Sydney:2
922:Port Hedland:Perth:6 25:Port Hedland:Weipa:6 5:Sydney:Melbourne:8 Package: The package
consists of an abstract class LogProcessor, the skeleton for your solution TransitProcessor, and a
testing class TransitProcessorTest. The LogProcessor constructor already handles the reading in of
lines from a log file, and stores the lines in an attribute: private final String[] lines. To acccess these
lines in the child class (i.e. TransitProcessor) you can call the inherited public String[] getLines()
method. The testing class has been provided for your convenience. You must only use the Java
standard library to develop your solution1 . At the very least, you should maintain the following
structure: username -workshops workshop-6 src TransitProcessor.java Deadline: Friday the 15th
May, 11:59pm Remember, git is supposed to be integrated into your workflow, so you should be
managing your IntelliJ project directly within your local repository, not somewhere else and copying
it in ormanually uploading to GitLab. As always, you can see an example repository here. 1 The javafx
package is not part of JDK 11
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